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Abstract: 

The main purpose of this work is simulation An Accelerator driven Subcritical core with Thorium as a new 

generation  nuclear fuel. In this design core , A subcritical core coupled to an accelerator with proton beam 

(Ep=1GeV) is simulated by MCNPX code .Although the main purpose of ADS systems are transmutation and use 

MA (Minor Actinides) as a nuclear fuel but another use of these systems are use thorium fuel. This simulated core 

has two fuel assembly  type : (Th-U) and (U-Pu) . Consequence , Neutronic  parameters related to ADS core are 

calculated. It has shown that Thorium fuel is useable in this core and less nuclear waste ,Although Iran has not 

Thorium reserves but study on Thorium fuel cycle can open a new horizontal in  use nuclear en ergy as a clean 

energy and without nuclear waste. 
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1-INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with concern of less uranium reserves in the world , as a main nuclear fuel , some comprehensive 

studies on thorium element as a nuclear fuel are done. The Thorium-Uranium nuclear fuel cycle, in which the main 

fissile nucleus is Uranium 233 and fuel regeneration is ensured through neutron capture on Thorium 233 offers 

many potential advantages as compared to the better known uranium-plutonium fuel cycle (2007-S.David) 

2-Thorium fuel 

The main nuclear reaction that can produce neutron from natural Thorium and Uranium-238 are: 
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The thorium fuel has more advantages and useful because of more thorium reservation in earth. In thorium fuel 

cycle, as shown in reaction (1) no plutonium as a nuclear waste can produce. The ADS reactor is one ty pe of 
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reactors that can use thorium as a fuel . If  Thorium used in any fast or ADS reactors ,no fuel enrichment and their 

facilities are required and thorium can  converted to ADS fuel.  

 

3. ADS Core simulated 

In simulated reactor core, the hexagonal lattic like fast reactor core is designed. The reason for this choice is reduce 

the neutron leakage and improved the neutron economy in core. This core has two fuel assembly types and consists 

66 (Th-U)  hexagonal fuel assemblies and 54 (U-Pu) hexagonal  fuel assemblies .In consequence , the fuel 

assemblies shows in figure 1.As shown in  this figure, each fuel assembly consists of 37 fuel rods. Both fuel 

type,(U-Pu) and (Th-U) have the same fuel assembly geometry. 

 

 

Figure 1- Cutaway of  a fuel assembly  

 

Also reflector zone consists of 90 assemblies and the shielding zone consists 54 assemblies. In presence  of thorium 

fuel ,the best choice for coolant is liquid  lead  or liquid lead-bismuth (Pb-Bi) . The shielding material is B4C and 

HT-9 employed as clad in fuel rods and pressure vessel .The table -1 show the material used in simulated core. 

 

Table1- the material used in simulated core 

Device material Densities(g/cm3) 

Clad- pressure vessel- assemblies wall HT-9 7.7 

Fuel type 1 U-Th 10 

Fuel type 2 U-Pu 19.41 

Reflector – target- coolant LBE 10.5 

Gap  He 17.8e-15 

Sheild B4C 2.52 



 
 

The figure 2 shows the cutaway of subcritical core simulated  . this figure shows the array of each parts of core .  

 

 

 

 

Figure2 - cutaway of ADS core array 

 

This subcritical core is driven by an accelerator  with proton beam (EP=1GeV).This core has no control rod and the 

system is controlled by  proton beam . The process of neutron production in ADS core  is a nuclear physical 

complicated  process .In fact, The proton beam with high energy is interact with spallation target nucleons and after 

some stages happen in nucleons ,the neutron is produced. The number of neutron per beam proton  produced  during 

this interaction is one of the ADS core parameters .The  target is lead-bismuth eutectic . LBE has good neutronic , 

chemical, thermal (low melting point- high boiling point) and safety properties and also very low neutron capture 

cross section. Figure3 show the vertical cut of simulated core consists spallation target. 

 



 
 

 

Figure 3- Vertical cut of simulated ADS core 

In attention to coupling subcritical core to an accelerator , a fraction of ADS electric power must feedback to 

coupled accelerator witch produced proton beam and control the core. This fraction of electric power is used for run 

the accelerator .For calculate this fraction we must know the energy gain of an ADS core . The core energy gain (G) 
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 ) that MeVE f 200 , 5.2 , EP  the proton source energy ,NS the number of 

neutron produced by spallation target and Sk  source neutron multiplication factor,) therefore the accelerator fraction 

is 
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  that 5.0  in this assumption  accelerator and 42.0 is the efficiency of conversation of thermal 

to electric power.) the fraction in this simulated core is 7.8% . Table 2  shows the accelerator data which coupled to 

subcritical core simulated. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 2- Accelerator Data which coupled to Subcritical core 

Accelerator beam power 1.04MW 
Beam Energy (EP) 1GeV 

Beam current (IP)  1.04mA 
Accelerator fraction ( f ) 7.8% 

 

 

4-The neutronic performance calculation for simulated core 

The first parameter that should calculate in ADS core is effk  ,this parameter is different from other types of reactors. 

In ADS , effk must be between  98.095.0   that show sub-criticality condition of system.  for this important 

calculation we used KCODE in MCNPX code. The multiplication factor in this core is 0.966 .consequence , table 3 

shows the neutronic data output by use MCNPX code. As you know ,the neutron physical calculation in ADS core is 

different from other reactors.  

 

Table 3- the neutonic data output  for simulated core 

Core thermal power 44.49mMW 

(multiplication factor)
effk  0.966 

(reactivity)   -0.0351 

(the neutron produce per proton beam)M  27.57 

(the source multiplication factor) sk  
0.965 

(adjoint flux)   0.9673 

(energy gain)G 60.8 

Peaking factor in fuel 1 1.32 

Peaking factor in fuel 2 1.43 

Peaking factor (total core) 1.56 

Cycle length 300d 

Av .neutron energy 190KeV 

Av. Neutron flux 3.56e15  scmn 3  

Active core hight 100cm 

 

 

5- conclusion 

Nowadays ,The thorium fuel cycle is in studies stage and the reactor that can use this new generation fuel are need 

to change in technological aspect. The new dimension of  ADS reactors is use for thorium fuel cycle. These kinds of 

reactor ,because of high tech systems and less nuclear accident in compare with other kinds of reactors can be a 

good choice for using  new fabrication fuel.in this case , we have not need to enriched more uranium and also in 

economical aspect  is more important. Less nuclear waste is produced and the complicated problems related to 

nuclear waste are eliminated. 

 


